Professional Learning For Coaches
Wayne County Coaching Network
This Network is designed to offer opportunities for deep study of
research-based practices using collaborative inquiry (Problems of Practice),
common texts, and discussion of the Essential Coaching Practices for Literacy.
Building and sustaining relationships between both teacher-coach and
principal-coach roles, developing assessment literacy knowledge and skills, &
promoting equity through coaching will be unpacked. Forums led by district
coaches and WRESA consultants will provide additional focused learning.

Entering The Conversation

Registration Details
Audience: All Wayne County
Coaches & COSAs
Dates: Oct. 6, Dec. 8, Feb. 9,
April 13, May 11
Cost: $100
Click Here To Register

Registration Details

In this learning series coaches will explore their current beliefs and how those
beliefs might facilitate or debilitate the relationship with a teacher. This training will
provide the coaches with knowledge, skills, and dispositions to shift teachers’
thinking from responding, “This is how we have always done it” to considering new
possibilities. Coaches will acquire a vast knowledge of effective coaching skills to
mediate thinking of the teachers they coach. This will enable the teachers to think
deeply about their practice to monitor and adjust as necessary. Coaches will
understand the link between effective coaching and the transformation of teacher
practice. Facilitated By: Dr. Diane Jackson

Audience: Instructional
Coaches, COSAs,
Ed Leaders
Dates: Sep. 16 & 17, Oct. 6
Cost: $250
Click Here To Register

Continuing The Conversation
This workshop is a follow-up to the Building Coaching Strategies:
Entering into the Conversation series. In this course, participants will
explore their adaptations to coaching by considering the implementation of new
skills and dispositions, the challenges of working with adult learners, and the
value of coaching. Using scenarios to prompt deeper analysis, participants will
determine which additional supports might be needed in order to further
strengthen their coaching abilities. The intended audience is instructional
coaches and literacy specialists, though it is appropriate for anyone in an
instructional coaching role. Facilitated By: Dr. Diane Jackson

COSA Academy

Asynchronous Learning Available: July 1 - Aug 19
Synchronous Learning July 28, 29, & 30 ● Aug 17, 18, 19

Click Here To Register

Audience: Coaches &
Leaders who have attended
Entering the Conversation
Date: November 2
Cost: $85
Click Here To Register

COSA Collaborative

18 hours of asynchronous/synchronous learning
designed around COSA responsibilities and roles.
We’ll dive into the MAISA GELN Essential Coaching
Practices & the K-3 Literacy Essentials, while reflecting
upon & practicing their coaching skills and dispositions.

Participation Key: COSA

Registration Details

A continuation of the foundational learning coaches
experienced during the COSA Academy. COSAs will
participate in deep-learning and dialogue about coaches'
role and responsibilities. Opportunities will be offered to
unpack and practice the Essential Coaching Practices for
Elementary Literacy as well as the K-3 Literacy Essentials
This collaborative is operating in conjunction with the
Wayne County Coaching Network.
Sep 15 ● Nov 17● Jan 12 ● Mar 16

*Registration fees for only the identified district COSAs will be funded through the Early Literacy Grant

